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Laser heating of geologic materials is one of the most versatile methods for extracting sample gases for 40Ar-39Ar
geochronology. Laser based systems are well suited to step-heating of 10’s to 100’s of mg of volcanic material and
provide an alternative to conventional furnace based heating. Advantages of laser step heating include low blanks,
smaller sample sizes and speed of gas extraction and clean-up. The promise of lower blanks, especially relative to
furnace heating, permits younger samples to be dated. Disadvantages are non-uniform heating of sample material
due to the Gaussian power distribution across the beam width. This is a significant issue as the strength of the step
heating technique is the unmixing of argon gas components via thermally uniform, incremental sample heating.
Two approaches have been employed by various labs to ‘smooth’ the laser power distribution and produce
more uniform heating in a given extraction step; optical (via defocusing or beam integrators) (e.g., Renne et al.
1997) or mechanical (sample or beam movement) (e.g., Wijbrans et al. 2010). We describe here a custom built
CO2 scanning laser system constructed using commercially available components. Specifically an industrial
high-precision digital scanhead that uses two computer-controlled, adjustable mirrors for 2-D scanning that
improves homogeneity of sample heating. The system is purpose built for the dating of young volcanic rocks
and we compare the results from this method with conventional furnace step heating of the same samples. Initial
results show that CO2 laser step-heating yields broadly similar gas release behavior and age precision compared
to furnace extraction.
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